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C L I N I C A L R E S E A R CH S HO R T R E PO R T
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Abstract

Introduction/Aims: Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 2019

(SARS-CoV2/COVID-19) is frequently more severe in individuals with pre-existing

respiratory and cardiovascular conditions. The impact on patients with neuromuscu-

lar disorders is of concern, but remains largely unknown. Late-onset Pompe disease

(LOPD) is a lysosomal-storage disorder characterized by progressive skeletal and

respiratory muscle degeneration. Mortality is typically caused by respiratory failure.

We examined the impact of COVID-19 on these patients.

Methods: This is a case series of four patients with LOPD who contracted COVID-19.

Results: All patients had a mild/moderate illness from COVID-19 and did not require

hospitalization. Neurological worsening occurred in one, with no change in physical

ability in the other three, and respiratory symptoms remained stable in all four.

Discussion: COVID-19 infection can result in a benign course in some patients with

LOPD. However, individuals with LOPD remain at high risk and should receive COVID-19

vaccinations and exercise precautions to avoid exposure to COVID-19 infection.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 2019 (SARS-CoV2/

COVID-19) is a virus responsible for the 2020 COVID-19 global pan-

demic.1 The pandemic has lasted for nearly 2 years and has accounted for

269 million cases and 5.3 million deaths worldwide.2 In the United States

to date there have been 49.8 million cases and 796 349 deaths related to

COVID-19, with a case-to-fatality ratio of 1.6%.2 Symptoms are variable

and can range from mild to severe. Hospitalization rates are very high for

subjects with pre-existing medical illnesses, those who are immunocom-

promised, and those who are unvaccinated for the COVID virus. Due to

the frequent impact of COVID the respiratory system, individuals with

pre-existing respiratory and cardiovascular conditions frequently have

more severe disease. The effect of COVID-19 on patients with neuro-

muscular disorders is of concern, but remains largely unknown.3 We

present a small series of individuals with genetically confirmed late-onset

Pompe disease (LOPD), a lysosomal-storage disorder characterized by

progressive skeletal and respiratory muscle degeneration, who contracted

COVID-19. Pompe disease is caused by a deficiency of acid alpha-glucosi-

dase, which results in the build-up of glycogen in the lysosomes. It is

treated with enzyme replacement therapy.4 LOPD results in significant

disability, with most of the disability driven by progressive motor weak-

ness and respiratory insufficiency. Because morbidity and mortality in

LOPD are primarily driven by respiratory involvment,5 we examined the

impact of COVID-19 on these patients.

2 | CASE REPORTS

Details on each of the patients are presented in Tables 1 and 2. All patients

were white males ranging in age from 37 to 71 years. All were genetically

confirmed to have LOPD, with one allele carrying the common “Cauca-
sian” leaky splice donor mutation and a second more aggressive mutation.

Abbreviations: FVCe, erect forced vital capacity; LOPD, late-onset Pompe disease;

SARS-CoV2/COVID-19, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 2019.
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TABLE 1 Patients’ demographics, genetics, and baseline clinical status

Patient Age (years) Sex Mutation Use of NIV Pre-COVID status

1 42 Male c.-32-13T>G, c.1548G>A Nightly Diagnosed with Pompe 4 years earlier and started ERT 2 years

earlier; mild axial and limb-girdle weakness, lordosis, and

diaphragmatic insufficiency. No assistive devices used.

2 71 Male c.32-13T>G,

c.1951_1952delGGinSt

Nightly Disease duration 20+ years, marked lordosis, axial muscle

weakness, hip- > shoulder-girdle muscle weakness, and

diaphragmatic insufficiency. Two walking sticks. ERT from

2006 to 2020 was discontinued 6 months after AAV-8 gene

therapy. Immunosuppression until 12 months before

COVID-19.

3 52 Male c.32-13T>G, c.1781G>C Nightly Disease duration of 5 years; rigid spine and hip- > shoulder-

girdle muscle weakness, lordosis, bilateral scapular winging,

and diaphragmatic insufficiency; no assistive devices; on

ERT. Currently in screening process for AAV-8 gene

therapy.

4 37 Male c.-32-13T>G, c.258dupC Nightly Disease duration of 6 years; on ERT for 5 years; axial muscle

weakness and hip- > shoulder-girdle muscle weakness, with

lordosis and diaphragmatic insufficiency; no assistive

devices used. Currently in experimental drug trial for LOPD.

Abbreviations: AAV-8, adeno-associated virus serotype 8; ERT, enzyme replacement therapy; LOPD, late-onset Pompe disease.

TABLE 2 Patients’ COVID-19 symptoms, assessments, treatments, and outcomes

Patient
COVID-19
symptoms

Duration
(days)

FVC before
COVID-19

FVC after
COVID-19

O2

saturation Treatment Follow-up Outcome

1 Myalgia, fever, and

mild dyspnea;

patchy opacities

on chest X ray; no

loss of smell or

taste

15 1.98 L (47%)

sitting,

1.74 L

(41%)

supine

2.95 L (56%)

sitting,

2.30

(43%)

supine

88%-90% Dexamethasone

6 mg/d for 10 d

3 mo No ongoing

COVID-19

symptoms

2 Coughing,

congestion,

fatigue, diarrhea,

loss of appetite,

and 10-lb weight

loss; no fever or

shortness of

breath

16 3.25 L (77%)

sitting,

2.26 L

(53%)

supine

3.36 L (78%)

sitting

>94% Acetaminophen

as needed

3 mo Pompe-related

fatigue and

general

weakness

worse

3 Chills, mild fever,

body aches, and

loss of smell

6 4.45 L (86%)

sitting,

4.24 L

(82%)

supine

4.44 L (85%)

sitting,

4.24 L

(81%)

supine

>94% Acetaminophen,

325 mg every

6 h for 2 d

3 mo No ongoing

COVID-19

symptoms

4 Nasal congestion,

hip pain myalgia,

fatigue,

diminished taste

and smell, mild

hallucinations,

tactile

hyperesthesia.

Infiltrates on

chest CT

6 4.09 L (76%)

sitting,

3.53 L

(67%)

supine

No recent

FVC done

Not

reported

Monoclonal

antibody, one

infusion;

prednisone for

10 d

4 wk No ongoing

COVID-19

symptoms

Abbreviations: COVID-19, coronavirus 2019; CT, computed tomography; d, days; FVC, forced vital capacity; L, liters; mo, months; NIV, noninvasive

ventilation; %, percent predicted; wk, weeks.
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All patients had been on nocturnal noninvasive ventilation due to diaphrag-

matic insufficiency, with erect forced vital capacity (FVCe) measures ranging

from 47% to 86%. Symptoms of COVID-19 infection included fever,

fatigue, myalgia, diarrhea, cough, nasal congestion, anosmia, loss of appe-

tite, chills, and dyspnea at rest and on exertion. Only one patient was found

to have hypoxia, measured on repeated spot or continuous transcutaneous

oxygen saturation measurements. Symptoms of the COVID-19 infection

lasted from 6 to 16 days. All patients had confirmed PCR testing for SARS-

CoV2/COVID-19. These patients have now been followed up for 1 to

3 months, and, except for one patient who reported persistent weakness

and fatigue after COVID, symptoms of COVID-19 have recovered. Two

patients were treated with high-dose corticosteroids and one was treated

with COVID-19 monoclonal antibodies. The other two patients only

received symptomatic acetaminophen treatments. Details of treatments

given during COVID-19 are shown in Table 2. No change in FVC was seen

after COVID-19 infection in the 3 patients with both pre- and post-COVID

pulmonary function data available.

3 | DISCUSSION

All four patients had pre-existing LOPD and pulmonary involvement and

were in the category more likely to have complications from COVID-19

infection. Yet they only had mild/moderate manifestations and did not

have additional pulmonary complications, hospitalization, or significant

worsening of their neurological illnesses. Patient 1 had a pre-COVID FVC

that was below 50%; similarly, patient 3, despite having an FVC around

75%, has had low inspiratory pressures, and was documented to have had

extremely low diaphragmatic pressures on transdiaphragmatic manometry.

Only two patients were treated with high-dose corticosteroids, and one

was treated with the monoclonal antibodies directed against COVID-19.

All patients had a benign course and two of our patients only required

acetaminophen. It is possible that early institution of corticosteroids and

treatment with monoclonal antibodies prevented further worsening of

symptoms and disease in patients 1 and 4, but this is speculative. Unlike

the first wave of COVID infections that occurred on the eastern seaboard

of the United States, with a strain of COVID-19 virus that was reportedly

more virulent and occurred at a time of rudimentary understanding of

management of COVID-19 infection, the infections in California occurred

later in the year at a time of improved understanding of disease manage-

ment, and were associated with lower morbidity and mortality. This may

have played a role in the apparent benign course in our patients.

As of December 10, 2021, there have been 269 million global

cases of COVID-19, resulting in 5.3 million global deaths.2 The

majority of serious cases have been in the elderly or individuals with

pre-existing illness, requiring prolonged intensive care unit stays and

mechanical ventilation. More recently, most of the serious cases have

been in individuals who were not vaccinated for COVID-19.

The four cases described herein demonstrate that a benign course

may occur in some neuromuscular patients, who may not experience

any persisting post-COVID symptoms. However, due to the variable

nature of the virus, and continuous emergence of newer and more vir-

ulent mutant strains, individuals with LOPD remain at high risk and

should receive COVID-19 vaccinations and exercise precautions to

avoid exposure to COVID-19 infection.
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